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About This Game

Get ready for a brand new experience! Take control of a virtual organism, develop your moves and become one with the swarm
– then the game has only just begun. Swarm A 5d3b920ae0
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This game is absolutely fantastic. After a while of searching for a multiplayer, fast-paced action game for a great price I came to
this gem. The gameplay is fast but responsive and skillful, there isn't a moment where you feel cheated by the controls. There's
not a flaw in this game and you could easily kill hours playing this. Would recommend. It's also a perfect price to gift a friend
after you learn the skills then kick their butt.. Great game, and the Pandora AI is the most brilliant thing I've ever seen. Totally
recomended to everyone who likes to have a challenge.. I like the game. but the multiplier is so laggy please if anyone has a fix
or can help please let me know.. In my opinion this game is a little hidden gem. Not many people play it anymore and its a
shame. Nice clean graphics, simple controls and an interesting "teach your A.I." mode.. the physics are hard to get used too
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